Here we announce the release of the first edition of
the newly improved ADSSC newsletter. Improvement
is needed in all our daily tasks. Not only to renew but
also to challenge and to move to better, even if it›s
difficult.

Contents

The newsletter is titled «Connect» to express the
goal of its publish. We would like it to be a new
method of communication and to add to the current
applied methods in ADSSC. This include internal or
external communication between the employees or
between the company and its strategic partners, as
government entities, private entities and customers.
This newsletter contain some of ADSSC news,
initiatives and projects, for further related issues you
can visit ADSSC website or view ADSSC publishes.
True communication doesn›t happen without
knowing the receiver and his impression on the
messages we deliver to him. Therefore, we look
forward your feedbacks to know your thoughts..
and notes.. your interaction will lead us to more of
improvement.
The real challenge was to choose among the
achievements and to brief it in these pages. There›s
still much more to say about the significant year
2012. At this year, ADSSC accomplished many
achievements, initiatives and success. In head
of them comes the achievement of the 5th
breakthrough in the Strategic Tunnel Enhancement
Programme (STEP), as one of the most exclusive
projects in region.
STEP had media attention and got around 40
published news, including various newspapers, TV
and Radio reports and more than 50 internal news
on ADSSC portal in 2012. Here we conclude this
media wide achievement and promise for further
achievements and success in 2013.
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CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE

Ambitions
and
Inspirations
Abdulla Ali Musleh Al Ahbabi
Board Chairman
Achievements are increasing as much as our ambitions. The
aspirations for a better future still continuing, to represent our
government hopes and its diligent efforts in developing the
country and serving citizens. Today, we get the results of the
successful union, which was Formed by the lead of H.H. Sheikh
Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan (Mercy of Allah be upon him), and
succeeded by his son H.H. Sheikh Khalifa Bin Zayed Al Nahyan
the president of UAE.
This year 2012, was rich of important events and featured
UAE at regional and international level. It also was full of
accomplishments which identified Abu Dhabi on the economic
and environmental investments map.Accompanied by the
growth of the economic rates and business market which is a
result of the guidance of H.H. Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al
Nahyan the Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme
Commander of the UAE Armed Forces.
I also find this year to be special for ADSSC because of its
achievements which topped newspapers repeatedly for its
outstanding project, STEP which exceeded 70% of completion as
one of the most important projects to develop the infrastructure
in the country and considered as the longest gravity-driven
sewerage tunnels in the world.Beside toachieving an award in
GIS implementation by ESRI Global Organization. ADSSC also
earned silver certificate for the category of built projects in
competition with 16 global projects, the awards organized by the
International Awards for Liveable Communities. Furthermore,
ADSSC won the golden classification in Emiratisation for their
participation in Tawteen program the classification was given by
Abu Dhabi Tawteen Council.
There's still much more to achieve when it comes to priorities
and company's agenda for this year. ADSSC five years strategic
plan includes several issues, as improving the relationship with
the strategic partners, developing Customers Services, increasing
Emiratisation rates along with improving the company's work
performance and environment, in addition to increasing the

concern on human resources to achieve the plans as one team.
Our work frame and company plans comes within Abu Dhabi
agenda of 2030. The plans aresupported by an integrated system
which manages the relations of partners in success, whom
represent the strategic partners that company works with and
for. This include Government Firms, legislative, regulatory and
executive Firms. Beside to customers, contractors, consultants,
suppliers and others.
Through my speech, I confirm that ADSSC employees are the
core in the plan of success and they are the strength which
will transfer creative ideas into reality. We won't hesitate in
providing all kind of support for them through training them,
improving their performance and motivating them.
There's nothing that I could other than congratulating you all
with the new year which we seize the opportunity to release
our first edition of ADSSC magazine in its improved content.
Wishing that 2013 will be a year of achievements, business
development, work and personal success.
Finally, I conclude my speech by inviting you all to cooperate in
order to achieve success and to work as one team to accomplish
in the company. We will continue the journey for this year and
the following years for a better future in Abu Dhabi.
Best Regards,

Abdulla Ali Musleh Al Ahbabi
Board Chairman
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MD'S MESSAGE

Alan Thomson
Managing Director

One of the main resources of our company that is often
taken for granted is the people who are our colleagues and
friends. As we go about our daily business we all tend to get
entrenched behind our desk with our computer in one hand
and our telephone likely to be in the other. It is easy to get
caught in the rat trap of technology and forget about what
makes our business work - people. Even modern technology
needs people to direct, operate and maintain it, although
I often think that the technology can end up driving our
behavior rather than the other way around.
It takes many different skills and experience to operate a
waste water utility service and everyone has an important
part to play. Whether it is the tanker driver emptying a cesspit
or a strategic planner forecasting flows twenty years ahead,
we all help to deliver the service. In many ways it is the less
sophisticated job which has greater impact when it does
not work. Failure to fix a blockage will result in some very
unpleasant smells and inconvenience for our customers with
potentially serious consequences. A strategic planner may
find that his forward view is wrong but in the long term the
figures are adjusted along with budgets and no real harm is
done. This view, arguably, is a little simplistic, but I am trying
to emphasize that all of us play a key role in operating and
running ADSSC. Looking back over 2012, it is a good time to
ponder if you valued the work your colleagues undertook on
your behalf and for the Emirate. Perhaps , more importantly,
looking forward to 2013, what can we do to ensure that
we will value and appreciate the work that our friends and
colleagues undertake in the next year?
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In a time when the world is going through a very tough
recession, and the appetite for investment has been greatly
reduced due to economic challenges at every level, it is worth
noting that despite the recession, the volume of flows into
our Abu Dhabi treatment plants have increased by 10%
since January 2012. Increased flow illustrates the dynamic
environment that we live and work within. As a company we
must be ready for the changes and anticipate them as best
we can.
Fortunately, much of the work has been undertaken for the
Emirate in the Abu Dhabi 2030 Plan with a world class vision
of Abu Dhabi. No city can achieve these goals without having
the right foundations. Amongst other elements, this means
good utility services. ADSSC has laid down its foundations
for the vision to be achieved with a first class investment
program which is now established and actively being
constructed and delivered. These investments will serve the
Emirate of Abu Dhabi for the next 80 years and beyond.
In just over seven years ADSSC has achieved much and
learned a great deal. As a team, we can achieve a great deal
more by respecting and valuing our colleagues whom we
should never take for granted.
Thank you for your continued hard work and support.
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Emiratisation
year
Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri
Deputy Managing Director

Firstly, Iwould like to welcome you through our first
magazine issued by Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company.
This magazine will be a new way of communication and will
be added to the company's initiatives. Which we plan to open
communication doors through it and to announce company's
news and projects in it.

citizen comes first, second and third, therefore, we are taking
his path and we state that the achievements in 2013 will
surpass the achievements of 2012.As well as making every
coming year a better year than the previous. There will be
no retreating or hesitation in fulfilling the ambitions of our
people".

We are still witnessing the joy of celebrating the 41st
National day, that ADSSC celebrated before few days. The
magazine will be issued at the beginning of 2013, and I would
like to take the opportunity to congratulate you for the New
Year. Wishingyou a year full of achievements and success.

We are interested in raising the Emiratisation rates in
the company to achieve the strategic plan according to
Abu Dhabi plan 2030. Whichfocuseson the importance of
prioritizing Emiratisation and hiring nationals. In addition to
finding training plans and programs to enrich Emiratis with
the required skills and the experience.

The country's celebrations of the National Day included
many joyful initiatives and one of it was the announcement
made by H.H.Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid -Vice President
- stating that year 2013 will be an Emiratisation year. In
addition to making it a year of effort and combining the
energies to release initiatives and policies to deal with
Emiratisation as priority.
This importantannouncement was madeduring the UAE
cabinet meeting in Dar Al-Etihad in the same hall were the
presidents of UAE have met and signed the union document
of UAE. This initiative is to show the loyalty for the UAE
presidents, to encourage the next generations.
H.H. Mohammed said in the meeting "the most important
thing that distinguishes our founders and what we learned
from them is that the citizen is the priority,building human
is prior to building construction. FollowingH.H. Sheikh Khalifa
Bin Zayed Al Nahyan - UAE president- in his saying that

Furthermore, ADSSC achieved the "Golden Employer"
classification at AD Tawteen council website for its
outstanding efforts in recruiting Emiratis. This classification
is achieved among Abu Dhabi's governmental departments
and companies which is an achievement that represents the
company's plans.
The amount of the Emiratis who joined our company has
increasedlately, and provided different work positions in Abu
Dhabi, Al Ain and West Region. Including the administrative
and technical jobs to reach 70% of Emiratisation. In addition
to being part of Absher initiative which is organized by
Ministry of Presidential Affairs, to increase Emiratisation rates
in the company.
I conclude my speech here, wishing for all further success and
achievements.
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Sixth Offsite Meeting
to discuss the five
years plan
Launch of STEP's First Tunnel Boring
Machine at Work Shaft 3 in STEP
The Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company (ADSSC) and Samsung C&T
Corporation (SCE) held a ceremony in March, 2012 to mark the launch of first
Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) to break through Deep Sewer Tunnel in Strategic
Tunnel Enhancement Programme (STEP), Contract T-01's at Work Shaft 3 in Abu
Dhabi Island.
H.E Abdullah Musleh Al Ahbabi - ADSSC Board Chairman and SCE's Head of
Middle East and North Africa Quarter, Mr. Howard Kim attendedthe inauguration
ceremony where the commencement of tunnel works using the first TBM
(diameter 5.2-meter) was announced. The TBM will bore 5.7-kilometers southwest in the direction of the strategic tunnel line, ending at Work Shaft 4 in
Mohammed Bin Zayed city in Abu Dhabi.
In press release on ADSSC, H.E Al Ahbabi expressed that ADSSC looks to develop
AD sewerage sectorin the long-term through the strategic plans and fulfillment.
ADSSC contribute effectively in developing AD infrastructure within integrated
system planned by AD government.
H.E Al Ahbabi noted that ADSSC aims to contribute in developing the
infrastructure to meet the growing demands and challenges in AD through its
vision, services and strategic plans. Also by organizing and cooperating with the
governmental institutions, partners and stakeholders in AD. Clarifying that STEP
is in ADSSC strategy plan for the next five years and this strategy is based on AD
Policy Agenda which matches with AD Economic Vision 2030. Which presents
the Noble goals in the vision of H.H. Sheikh Khalifa Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, to
continue in developing confident society and building a sustainable and Global
competitive economy.

ADSSC arranged the sixth annual meeting at
Rotana Beach Hotel-Abu Dhabi, on May 30,
2012. The meeting purpose is to draft five-years
plan (20132017-). The meeting included ADSSC
officials and employees.
The meeting was to frame the company future
plan, andgoals which need to be achieved.
Beside to the precise plans to achieve priorities.
These plans are set by teams from different
divisions and departments. The meeting also
included discussing ideas and sharing opinions
to put recommendationsand future plans to
achievements.
Eng. Alan Thomson - Managing Director-, Eng.
Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri - Deputy Managing
Director-, Executive Directors, Line Managers, and
Departments representatives were all part of the
meeting which included a range of work related
issues, workflow and the strategic plan for the next
five years (2013- 2017).

Emirates Nuclear Energy Corporation (ENEC) sends
delegation to visit STEP site
Emirates Nuclear Energy Corporation (ENEC) sent
a delegation to visit ADSSC STEP site in September
2012. H.E Mohammed Ibrahim Al Hammadi - Chief
Executive Officer-led the delegation with attendance
of (ENEC) Managers.
The delegation visited work shaft 8 which follows
STEP contract (T-03) in Al Wathba. A presentation
by STEP management team was given on the
technologies used in the project. This project is
considered as a solution for the growing demand in
the long term in Abu Dhabi.
The presentation included a brief introduction on
STEP in addition to inspectional tour in work shaft
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8 which is about 73 metres in depth. The delegation
went inside the tunnel in depth of 3,5 km to view the
tunnel boring machine as it works.
Eng. Alan Thomson - ADSSC Managing Director
- stated that this visit reflects ADSSC and ENEC
determination in developing sustainable system in
the infrastructure to meet the growing demand and
to be within AD plan 2030.
On his side H.E. Mohammed Ibrahim Al Hammadi Chief Executive Officer - said that "STEP is considered
as one of most important projects in Abu Dhabi as
it's progressing to meet the highest levels of quality
and safety".
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ADSSC Witness the Completion of
Fifth Breakthrough in Drilling Strategic Deep TunnelL
On Monday 18th December 2012, ADSSC achieved successfully
fifth breakthrough in drilling of strategic deep sewer tunnel
which is considered as the longest gravity tunnels at the region.
With this breakthrough, ADSSC announces the completion of
drilling the deep strategic tunnel between work shaft 9 & 8 at
Al Wathba in Abu Dhabi emirate.
The penetration was witnessed by
H. H. Sheikh Sultan Bin Tahnoon
Al Nahyan, the Chairman of
Abu Dhabi Tourism and
Culture Authority, and
an executive council
member, Abdullah Ali
Musleh Al Ahbabi,
ADSSC's Chairman,
Dr. Sultan Ahmed
Al Jaber, Chairman

of Abu Dhabi Port Company and Abdullah Saif Al Nuaimi the
general director of ADWEA and government officials with
project work team.
Drilled distanced was 73m of depth and it runs for 4.2km
distance underground penetrating work shaft 8 wall, as contract
T-03 by Impergilo for STEP project in Abu Dhabi which include
the construction of 9.7km of the deep tunnel which was
divided into two separate stages, each requires a
drilling machine.
STEP project in Abu Dhabi is considered
as one of the longest gravity tunnels at
this region and represent distinguished
mark on the investments map, it's
an economic project to develop the
infrastructure applying international
techniques
with
distinguished
environment considerations.

Achieving "Golden Employer" Classification in Emiratisation
ADSSC achieved the "Golden Employer" for its fruitful efforts in hiring Emiratis.
The announcement was madein November 2012 at Abu Dhabi Tawteen Council
website.
H.E. Abdulla Ali Musleh Al Ahbabi - ADSSC Chairman - stated that ADSSC
is putting efforts to raise Emiratisation levels in the company and to bring in
qualified Emiratis in order to coordinate between the graduates amounts in UAE
and job market, this to enhance and improve economic development in AD.
He also assured that the amount of the hired Emiratis in ADSSC is increasing,
including company branches in Abu Dhabi, Al Ain and West Region. The provided
jobs include Administrative job and Technical jobs. ADSSC Emiratisation
percentage reached 70% and still increasing in some of the company Department to reach 88%, as Customers Services Department.
Emiratisation efforts come along with AD Executive Council instructions regard increasing Emiratis employment rates and training them to
prepare them for leading occupations to meet AD 2030 plan which aim for better future.
The matter of developing Human resources takes special place in the strategic plan set by ADSSC. This include increasing Emiratis employment
rates and taking care of training employers, improving them and encouraging them to complete their higher education. ADSSC participates in
annual job fairs to welcome Emiratis who search for jobs and to contact them and inform them of hiring chances. In addition to receive their
inquiries about the company and to recruit Academics.
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ADSSC Chairman meets Customers Services employees to discuss
the developments and the company›s internal policies
In line with the Executive Council instructions to develop and
diverse the provided services to the customers and to facilitate
procedures and activate online services. H.E Abdullah Ali Musleh Al
Ahbabi-ADSSC Chairman- met the customers service's employees
of Abu Dhabi and Al Ain and the Regulation & Supervision Bureau
team in September at the Grand Millennium Hotel in Abu Dhabi.
Customers Services manager presentedthe developmental plans
that have been recently applied in the department. Including,
establishment of the electronic archive for the customers
services,and developingan advanced system to reduce the time
spent in completing customers requests.

It's noted that Emiratisation rates reached 88%at ADSSC branches
in Abu Dhabi, Al Ain and West region. The company will proceed
with several initiatives to raise the level of the customers services
performance, including the development of inspection techniques
and online services.

Customers Services Department is working on monthly and
quarterly reports to measure the customers satisfaction.This
includecustomers, commercial and industrial authorities in
order to benefit from theirrecommendationsand to develop the
services. This comes to justify community needs and expectations
as well as to be in line with the Regulation & Supervision Bureau
standards.

The Regulation and Supervision Bureau director presented the
bureau's plan that aims to apply all the company's internal policies
and regulations to be in line withthe policies of AD.

During the meeting H.E. Al Ahbabi assured the importance
of the continual development and using various methods of
communication toimprove the provided services. The development
of customers services is one of the most important features of the
company's five-years strategic plans to be in line with Abu Dhabi
strategic plan of 2030.

Eng. Alan Thomson- ADSSC Managing Director-, Eng. Mubarak
Obaid Al Dhaheri- Deputy Managing director and ADSSC managers
and employees attended the meeting.

ADSSC Chairman meets
STEP management team
to discuss the
project developments
H.E Abdullah Ali Musleh Al Ahbabi-ADSSC Chairman- met
STEP management teamin September 2012 to view the latest
developments in the project, and the administrative instructions in
managing STEP stages.
STEP management team manager gave a presentation to highlight
the achievements in each stage of the project and the taken
procedures in facing the challenges. In addition to the technical
details and follow up mechanism.
Moreover, 21 Km was drilled out of 41Km in STEP with completion
of 51%. Three breakthroughs have been completed during the
second quarter of the current year.The project is developing vastly
and in line with the time plans even it faced many difficulties and
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challenges related to the ground nature and waiting for approvals to
extract fossils and linking networks. ADSSC managed the challenges
by the team work and the continuous efforts.
Al Ahbabi expressed the commitment of ADSSC leaderships to
providefull support toSTEP project, assuring the importance of the
achievements made so far and his appreciation for the government
firms for their cooperation to complete this important project,
which will be a distinguishing mark in the future governmental
investments to meet with AD plan 2030.
Eng. Alan Thomson- ADSSC Managing Director-, Eng. Mubarak
Obaid Al Dhaheri- Deputy Managing director, and ADSSC managers
and STEP management team attended the meeting.
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ADSSC Chairman meets Operation & Maintenance
and Projects employers to discuss workflow
H.E. Abdulla Ali Musleh Al Ahbabi - ADSSC Chairman
-had a meeting with Operation & Maintenance
and Projects employers to view works flow and
development plans in October 2012 at ADSSC
headquarter in AD.
H.E. Abdulla attended the presentation by Projects
Department Manager on projects details and the
faced challenges. Beside to raising work sites safety
and Emiratisation in Projects Department. The
manager also mentioned some of the looking to
achieve goals such as completing projects among the
set plans in highest quality, least cost and in time. In
addition to the continuous training for department
employers and cooperating with other companies to
raise performance level.
Projects Department Manager referred to major vital projects within the strategic plan of ADSSC which reaches 35 projects in Abu
Dhabi, Al Ain and west region in total cost of 5 billions Dhs.
Operation & Maintenance Department Manager talked in the meeting about the achieved works by O&M and the challenges beside
to the future plans. One of the main achievements of O&M is applying contracts and full maintenance performance which financially
saved up to 22% compared to previous contracts. In addition to performing periodic review to the emergency plan in coordination with
all related entities. This will be the main reference to contact governmental entities in emergency cases.
Maintenance work are being done through Maximo Management software which helps in following up maintenance works According
to the tasks assigned to O&M contractor.
Supervisor Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) is considered one of the most important achievements, which links ADSSC plants,
including 22 new pumping stations in Al Ain which provide SCADA data to ADSSC Departments for future projects use.
Eng. Alan Thomson - ADSSC Managing Director, and Eng. Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri - ADSSC Deputy Managing Director attended the
meeting with the presence of managers and employees.

STEP management team meeting
with the contractors and consultants
STEP management team had a meeting
with contractors and consultants of the
project to discuss the achieved success
and how to benefit from the experiences
in developing work process for the next
stages of project in 3rd of October 2012.
The meeting was held in presence of
Eng. Alan Thomson - ADSSC Managing
Director, Eng. Omar Hussain Al Hashimi
- Assets Management Division Manager,
Eng. ShahzadOrakzai - Department
Manager and Eng. Nasser Al Nuimi Deputy Programme Management Dept.
Manager
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ADSSC Recieve HCT Award in
“Recruit an Emirati” Fair
ADSSC participated in the National Campaign activities organized by
the Higher Colleges of Technology - Al Ain in March, the activity titled
as “Recruit an Emirati”. 24 different companies and organizations
participated in the Fair.

ADSSC participate in the
Population Forum 2012
ADSSC participated in the Population Forum 2012
which was organized by Al Ain city Municipality
- Areas services sector, on the seventh of March at the Municipality Theatre. Famous people from
governmental foundations, companies and citizens
attended the event.
ADSSC participation came along with proceeding its plans in
developing the human resources and recruiting young, qualified and
experts Emiratis. That’s to affirm the emiratization efforts which
reached a high rating. Also to enhance the work system to achieve
excellence.

Participation in WETEX 2012

ADSSC cares to take part in community events
specially the like of this event to achieve certain goals,
such as informing Al Ain citizens of the company
services through direct contact, also to hear out
the notes from the organizations, Foundations and
people on ADSSC. That’s to benefit in developing the
company’s performance, and to contribute in the
economic development efficiently and effectively in
Abu Dhabi.
ADSSC is looking to develop AD sewer sector in
the long term, through setting strategic plans and
fulfilling it. In addition to the effective contribution
in developing AD infrastructure within an integrated
system planned by AD government.

ADSSC participated for the third time on row in the Water, Energy,
Technology And Environmental Exhibition “WETEX 2012” in March
2012.. Governmental Agencies and Civic Authorities participated with
the presence of the stakeholders. The Exhibition took place in Dubai
International Convention and Exhibition Center and lasted for three
days.
ADSSC participation was for the importance of this exhibition, as WETEX
bring together specialists and gives chance to experts to get introduced
to the latest technologies related to the company works, which include
products, gears and supplies. The exhibition also gives chance to
meet directly with other companies, suppliers and representatives of
participating companies which include 28 countries from all around the
world.
ADSSC introduced some of its dynamic projects such as the Strategic
Tunnel Enhancement Programme (STEP) in Abu Dhabi. The project
of “Abu Dhabi sustainable system of wastewater” is one of the most
important projects and it’s a remarkable investment in Abu Dhabi
future plans. Furthermore, it corresponds with AD strategic plans and
provide major benefits to the sewerage system as it solve the challenges
and offer various alternative solutions which are more efficient and
environment friendly by reducing carbon emissions.
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Participation in Al Ain Education
and Career Fair 2012
 DSSC participated in Al
A
Ain Education and Career
Fair 2012, The fair was
held for three days on
30th April to 2nd May.
The company offered
technical and engineering
job opportunities for
job
searchers.
The
opportunities are opened
for qualified Emiratis who seek to be recruited for suitable
job in outstanding company.
 r. Saeed Al Hassani -Under Secretary of the Ministry Of
D
The Higher Education- and major guests of the exhibition
visited ADSSC stage to get a brief introduction about the
services and the Emiratisation efforts in the company,
with the attendance of Abdul Munem Al Nuaimi (Head
of HR Section) and Khalid Alshaiba Alsharyani (Customer
Services Section Head).
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ADSSC and Al Ain
Municipality Co-operation
Delegation of officials from Department of Municipal Affairs/
Al Ain City Municipality- Western Sector visited Abu Dhabi
Sewerage Service Company on Sunday 24.June.2012 at ADSSC Al
Ain Headquarter. The meeting enhanced the cooperation between
ADSSC and Al Ain municipality and aimed to exchange expertise
to provide advanced governmental services for all citizens and
residents.
Rashed Mugheer Al Nuaimi, Representative of Executive Director
of Services-Western Sector and Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri,
ADSSC Deputy Managing Director attended the meeting with
the participation of Directors of Administrations and Heads of
Departments, presenting both sides.
The meeting aimed to solidify the cooperation, exchange expertise
and related information from both sides to achieve excellency
in providing services, also included the projects arrangement,
establishment and development. The meeting also included
discussing the participation in community service activities in Al Ain.

Details of ADSSC most recent project which is under construction in
Al Ain was also mentioned in the meeting.
ADSSC Deputy Managing Director received an invitation for the
company to participate in “Population Forum” which is organized by
Department of Municipal Affairs- Western Sector, as he expressed
his welcome for the invitation.
This meeting is one of ADSSC initiatives to strengthen relations and
communications between the two.

Active participation in Career Fair 2012 at
Women’s Higher Colleges of Technology
ADSSC participated in Career Fair 2012 organized by the Higher Colleges of
Technology at Women’s Higher College in Abu Dhabi in March 2012. The career fair
banner was “Supporting Success and Emirati Talent”. 40 government departments
and private sector companies in UAE participated.
The fair aims to provide a chance for the graduate students to meet employers
and find about the job opportunities and trainings. It also support Emiratization to
conform with institutions and companies visions in serving the community.
ADSSC participation comes along with the company plan to hire young, qualified
Emiratis and to enhance the Emiratization efforts to reach excellence.

STEP management
team meeting with
the contractors and
consultants
STEP management team had a meeting with contractors and consultants of the project to discuss the achieved success and how to benefit from
the experiences in developing work process for the next stages of project in 3rd of October 2012.
The meeting was held in presence of Eng. Alan Thomson – ADSSC Managing Director, Eng. Omar Hussain Al Hashimi – Assets Management
Division Manager, Eng. Shahzad Orakzai – Department Manager and Eng. Nasser Al Nuimi – Deputy Programme Management Dept. Manager
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ADSSC Celebrates UAE 41st
National Day
Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company celebrated United Arab
Emirates 41st National Day in both headquarters at Abu Dhabi and
Al Ain. Officials, employees and guests attended the celebration
which included several activities, this to be a part of the joyful
celebrations across the country.
The activities were initiated by planting the Union Tree by Eng.
Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri - Deputy Managing Director - and
ADSSC officials, as pursuant to the initiative of his highnessSheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum - Vice President and Prime
Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai - to represent the fruitful
union and accomplishments.
The celebration proceeded by the military band performance of
the National Anthem, followed by reciting Quran by a participant
students. The celebration included a brief video about union
accomplishments and ADSSC achievements. The celebration
continued with performing national dances, traditional songs along
with the performances by the students of the participant schools,
in addition to the poets participation to perform national poem
and express their love for the country.
Eng. Mubarak, congratulated H.H. Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al
Nahyan -president of the UAE and H.H Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum - Vice President and Prime Minister of the
UAE and Ruler of Dubai. He also congratulated H.H. Mohammed
bin Zayed Al Nahyan - Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy
Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed Forces, beside to Rulers
of UAE, Crown Princes and the people of the United Arab Emirates.
Eng. Mubarak stated that " The Union of UAE is the proof of the
foresight and the wisdom of our leaders, it presents unique example
of national cohesion on regional level".
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He also added that "We celebrate the 41st National Day and we're
proud of the great accomplishments by H.H. president of UAE.
We're going to work, each on his field to carry on our country
success. We care to do our duties toward our beloved country, and
to perform our work to the fullest to be an example of the active
citizen who contribute in developing his country".
He said " Our celebration of the 41st National Day assures our
loyalty toward H.H. president of UAE, and the affiliation to our
generous country. It also represent our proudness of our dear
country and shows it to the world. We're proud of the civilizational
achievements and our company which works according to five
years plan that correspond with Abu Dhabi plan 2030. The plan
include developing the infrastructure, supporting serving projects,
developing Customer Services and Human Resources beside to
raising Emiratisation rates. Ever since the company establishment
we worked continuously to apply innovation and excellence in our
services. Through these services we plan to achieve and meet with
our leaders expectations of benefiting the country.
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People Among Us

Speaks quietly, plans and works on achieving his
dreams, searches for the knowledge and makes sure to
combine between what he learntand what he is going
to do. He makes sure to learn more about his work on
daily basis. Today, through this pagewe meet up with
Eng.Abdulrahman Al Kaabi,the specialist in supervising
and controlling system to collect and monitor data
(SCADA).
Personal Card:
Name: Abdulrahman Ali Ahmed Al Kaabi
Marital status: Married and have 2 daughters.
Age: 29 years.
Major: Graduate of Electrical Engineering, UAE University 20072008
Current job: System Support Engineer - SCADA
Work place: Treatment Station - Zakher M4 in Al-Ain
Date of joining ADSSC: 30th of March, 2008.

؟

We would like to know about your work nature in
ADSSC and your duties.

Supervising and following the control systems in pump and
treatment stations, this by the direct observation on maintenance
contractor to evaluate his work in fixing any technical malfunction
that might occur. Furthermore,theyprovide technical support for
Projects Department specially theprojects that relate to control
system and devices.

؟

As you work in SCADA, can you provide us with
information in your field.

SCADA is stand for Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition.
It means supervising, observing, collecting and controlling data.
It is considered as a way of monitoring and controlling Electrical
Power Stations, Communication Stations, Treatment Stations
and controlling the systems which are used in oil and gas plants
and water purification. These systems transfer data to the main
unit in the system, which is a computer that receives orders from
Remote Terminal Units (RTU) and Programmable logic controller
(PLC).

If there was a leakage on the
sewer pipes or temperature
and
pressure
changeto
exceed certain values in a
system; it starts to collect
data. Then, the system issues
warning and send messages
to show the system status
and malfunctions. Monitoring
the system is done by local communication network or wireless
communications technologies.

؟

What are the characteristicsof your work field and the
difficulties you face?
What makes this field distinguishable is the vast technical
developments which pushes me to learn more about this field.
On the other hand, the difficulties I face at the beginning of my
career in this system is the system nature itself, because it was
new and I didn›t deal with before. With Allah support andthe help
of my colleague›s Eng. Khalid Al Zaairy I managed this difficulty.

؟

As young Emirati worker in this field, what would you
like to tell young Emiratis bout your work field.
I invite young people to specialize in these fields like SCADA,
because it represents the future and it is the base in controlling
different productive fields.

؟

What are the goals you want to achieve ? and what are
the future plans?
On the personal level I intend to get further education in my
work field. Therefore, I am planning to complete my education.
Recently I joinedHigher Education Program to achieve Master
degree in Abu Dhabi University.

؟

What would you like to add as final word
I recommend to increase training courses in SCADA field and
to participate in work-related magazines. In conclusion I wish
for more progress, prosperity and bright future for my beloved
country.
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Excellence

Implementing Information Systems Award
and Implementing GIS Excellence Award
for Geoprocessing services, added to ADSSC
achievements archive
ADSSC achieved excellence award in implementing Geospatial
Information systems for its technological project (Clearance
Management System), at the Geospatial World Forum 2012, which
was held through April 2012 in Amsterdam.
ADSSC also won the Excellence Award of Utility GIS for
geoprocessing services. The award was given in the GIS conference
2012 for ESRI Users in middle east and north Africa in May 2012,
Dubai. This event is a part of Workshops and Exhibitions for ESRI
Users.
The first award was given within the agenda of the Geospatial
World Forum 2012, which is considered as an outstanding
international event in geospatial information system. ADSSC
Clearance Management System is a developed system to provide
better services for its customers, it also helps in improving the
geospatial information systems in Abu Dhabi and governmental
firms which works within integrated system.

Clearance Management System is being linked with GIS in ADSSC
to use in providing services, spatial data and technical solutions
for customers requests. The system creation includes all the stages,
starting by its design, re planning to implementation and any
further changes on sewerage networks. Contractors, consultants
and customers will be able to benefit of this system to fasten
procedures in requests including immediate ability of viewing the
state of the requests to take suitable decisions.
ADSSC also won the Excellence Award for Geoprocessing services.
Eng. Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri -Deputy Managing Director- and
Eng. Nader Bin Taher -Asset Performance Department Managerreceived the award in the ceremony, important people attended
the event.
On his side Eng. Mubarak praised the accomplishment that ADSSC
achieved, emphasizing that the company participation in this
conference brings benefits to develop ADSSC GIS. Developing GIS
systems contribute in enhancing the technical support and helps
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in creating the suitable applications for various works in different
departments of ADSSC. This will allow providing better services on
global standards of excellence for its customers.
He also assured that this award and excellence certificates enhances
Abu Dhabi governments and companies to build and develop GIS.
Which will facilitate and support passing geospatial data among
community sectors to provide the needed services within a clear
vision for a prosperous future.

GIS is being used vastly in ADSSC currently, this
include entering and updating assets fields in ADSSC
currently, also in archiving data of completed projects,
providing maps, providing geographical data to link it
spatially with partners› geographical data, preparing
specialized technical reports and helping in making
decisions through analysis and forecasting. In addition
to simplifying the services management system.
GIS provide many applications and specialized
tools which are used inADSSC departments,such as
services management application, File management
system, Digital Browser in GIS system, projects follow
up system, beside to connecting between ADSSC Asset
screen scan and GIS Asset record system.
These applications give various benefits for
ADSSC departments as it saves time and effort.
Furthermore, it benefits inservices procedures and
improves services. The improvement achieved through
increasing production efficiency and performance.
Which helps in clearing customers› requests and
important partners in short time.
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TEAM MESSAGE

Awareness and Mass Communication Unit:

Communicating to state success and
achieve excellence
This page is assigned forADSSC Divisions and Departments› works,achievements,
and plans to enhance the internal communication in the company
Awareness and Mass Communication Unit was established at the
beginning of 2012. The main tasks of AMCU are to care for ADSSC
appearance in media, to publish positive ADSSC news, achievements
and plans in media through various means of communication.

following up the implementation of the communication plan
in the company and observing its improvement. Also contacting
Regulation & Supervision Bureau, and other governmental entities
and strategic partners.

After that, the priorities of the unit were set in the first months.
Firstly, to combine between the work-achieving team and the tasks
given by ADSSC administration. Secondly, communicating with
media to advertise ADSSC services. Taking in consider the priority
of conformity between the Unit role and activities, and ADSSC
vision and strategic plans.

AMCU worked on establishing good relations with media and
enhancing the internal communication in the company through
various initiatives. Includes, developing ADSSC electronic portal,
improving the portal content in cooperation with ADSSC
business support, creating ADSSC media archive which contain
communication policies, adopting the method of internal publish
to ease information pass, moreover, indicating
employees efforts in ADSSC divisions
and departments in Abu Dhabi
and Al Ain.

The main goals of the Unit: Publicize
ADSSC business to press and
audiovisual media. Creating
effective communication
and relations with local
and foreign media.
Providing
qualified
media
services
which include news,
images, prints and
electronic publishing.
Improving
internal
communication
within
the company. Achieving well
recognized reputation among
other communication departments
from different governmental entities in the
Emirate of Abu Dhabi. In addition to raising awareness
internally and externally about ADSSC projects,
achievements and initiatives.
The main tasks of the Unit: Editing news and press
materials, beside to following up ADSSC news
in daily newspapers and media. Preparing press
replies.
Preparing bulletins and media publications. Organizing informative
campaigns and brochures. Publishing ADSSC newsletter and
the annual report. Beside to providing ideas and initiatives for
awareness purposes on ADSSC services and tasks.
One of the most important tasks done by AMCU was contacting
Abu Dhabi Government Communications Office to set ADSSC
communication plan. This to achieve ADSSC five-years strategic
plan and to conform with the government expectations by

We realize that the
most
important
concept in effective
organizational
communication
is
connection;
to announce the
important news to the
employees, and to show
them recent developments,
ideas achieved in company,
what›s expected of them. In addition
to introducing them to the company goals
and what ADSSC offers them. As well as explaining how to
work effectively in ADSSC to achieve success. We also work to
inform the employees by the recent developments and providing
them with ADSSC policies, plans and updates.
Through this corner, we would like to emphasize the importance of
cooperation between the departments. This to feature the company
role in serving community and its strategic projects to develop
Abu Dhabi›s infrastructure. We will release various initiatives to
enhance ADSSC appearance in media in 2013, through local and
foreign media. We also will prepare organizational communication
procedures, policies, guide, and time lined communication strategy
which includes future participations, initiatives and projects news.
Beside to developing ADSSC electronic archive and photos archive,
and releasing new media initiatives in social media.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

Tahnon bin Mohammed inaugurates
Al Sad Wastewater Treatment Plant
Al Sad wastewater treatment
plant was inaugurated
on
Monday 23 January 2012 by
his H.H. Sheikh Tahnon Bin
Mohammad Al Nahyan - Ruler›s
Representative in Eastern
Region, Al Ain. The total cost of
the plant is 365 million Dhs. The
operation phase provided with
capacity of 80,000 cubic meters
per day and backup capacity of
15%. H.H. removed the curtain
of the monument sign to
announce official inauguration
of the plant. Important people
and
government
officials
attended.
The plant includes a laboratory provided with advanced equipment,
to examine wastewater and the attributes of the treated water.
This include chemical, physical and microbiological analyses for the
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stages of water treatment in the plant, so later it will be used for
irrigation purposes.
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This new developmental project by ADSSC is considered as pioneer
initiative, which include establishing two wastewater treatment
plants in Al Sad and Sieh Allahma, beside to developing sewerage
network and providing it with latest technology to be at national
standard.
ADSSC is taking a step in making pipelines network to connect
between Al Sad plant and the area it serves. In addition to building
a new tank for the treated water in capacity of 6 million gallons.
Moreover, a pumping station for irrigation purposes was established
in Al Sad. The station controls and pumps up to 1200 litre per sec
automatically. As well as establishing a main pipeline in length of
19 km to transfer treated water to Al Ain for irrigation purposes.
Feeders connection to underground were built for irrigation
purposes and will be increased to reach 5 Feeders connection in
future. As well as establishing water tank with capacity of 6 million
gallons in Al Maqam. Furthermore, guidance of underground use
to reserve public properties for a positive impact on environment.
The wastewater treatment plantin Sieh Allahma is a serious step
to achieve goalsof efficiency. It›s one of the strategic projects by
ADSSC, the capacity of the plant is about 130,000 cubic meter/day,
at cost of 640 million Dhs.
Eng. Mubarak Obaid Al Dhaheri-Deputy Managing Director -stated
on behalf of the Chairman that the inauguration of the plant comes
within the company plans to improve and enhance its services.
Beside to develop the infrastructure as Abu Dhabi government
plan, this development is at global standard of environment and
health. Eng. Mubarak referred to that running the plant contributes
in raising efficiency of wastewater treatment operations to be used
for irrigation purposes in Al Ain.
The new plant will eliminate unpleasant odours emissionswhich
used to be a problem at the old pumping stations in Al Ain. It
also will solve many issues which include overload in the current
sewerage network and disability to accommodate the increasing
flows of wastewater in the old plants, as a result of population
growthand city expansion.

For the first time in the region this plant is taking advantage of
organic gases emitted through the Sludge digestion process and
used to generate electricity and energy, which contributes 25%
of the plant›s energy needs by 2 nos. of generators fed by biogas
generating capacity of 1200 KW each. Thermal energy produced
from these generators covers 100% of the heat required to maintain
the temperature by heating sludge in anaerobic digester tanks.
And also for the first time in the region, the Plant is producing
Sodium Hypochlorite from the sodium chloride (salt) for use in
water purification treatment instead of chlorine gas. It avoids use of
chlorine gas which is very dangerous, toxic and unsafe while moving
it from one area to another, as well as has the bad impact on the
environment. Sodium Hypochlorite is also used in deodorization
system. The plant has also been provided with percolation tank
(Lagoon) for emergency flow cases.
delivery trunk sewer line

The project related to delivery
trunk sewer line and discharge
TSE system:
The project is considered one of the biggest infra-structure projects
in al ain city, executed in the last few years, also the most important,
as it participates in the essential development and enhancement of
the existing sewer network to accommodate the continuous urban
development and growth of Al Aincity,the project includes two
main deliverables:
Enhancement of the existing sewer network and reducing the load
on the existing main treatment plant, via diversion of six main
pump stations to anew gravity trunk line, 35km length, collecting
the crude sewage water starting from Civic center through
,Markahnya,Bateen,Maqam ,Salamat,Yahar areas, ending at the new
treatment plant in Al Saad.

On the establishment of the Plant

By execution of the above mentioned main sewer gravity line,6
min pump stations were put out of service ,by diverting its inlet
flow to the trunk gravity line as illustrated above, then to the new
treatment plant in Al Saad ,thus considerable savings of power
,operation and maintenance costs were gained in addition to
enhancement of environment(stoppage of odor nuisance ) and
provisions of connecting many future development areas in the
vicinity of the trunk line.

And describes the details which has been provided by Asset
Management Directorate and the Projects Directorate for
publication in the newsletter of the company that was built Al
Saad treatment plant under the specification and international
standards and compatible with the basic principles of the health,
safety and environment. The figures indicate that the total flow of
sewage in the city of Al Ain is 145,000m3/day. The design capacity
of Saad Plant is 80,000 M3/day and the current flow of sewage to
the plant is 72,000 M3/day. The remaining quantity of 73,000 m3/
day will be transferred to Allahamah Plant.

Construction of Treated water system to pump the effluent
treated water from Al Saad treatment plant, back to Al Ain city
,via construction of new fully automated pump station with total
capacity of 1200 liter /sec, 20km pumping main line of 1200mm
diameter(including chambers and branch lines) and 6.0Million
Gallon storage reservoir in Al Maqamarea,to reuse the treated
water in the irrigation of decorative planting within the city, and
reduce the dependency on ground water and potable water in the
irrigation ,which naturally has positive effect on the environment
and consumption of potable water.

Eng. Al Dhaheri added that this project and other vital projects by
ADSSC are all within the five years strategic plan of the company,
which correspond with Abu Dhabi›s plan for year 2030.
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Our Strategic Project

Environmental
Best Practices
in STEP
This page is specialized to present News stories on the
most important infrastructure project at global level,
ADSSC Strategic Tunnel Enhancement Programme (STEP)
in Abu Dhabi.
As part of its mission to deliver a sustainable tunnelled
sewerage system that protects public health and
the environment, STEP has adopted innovative,
environmentally sensitive framework to track and monitor
all environmental impacts and obligations, including key
processes and procedures that help manage and minimize
environmental impacts throughout the programme
lifecycle and beyond.
The programme planning process included incorporation
of latest sustainability technologies to reduce energy
use, use greener materials, and mitigate environmental
impacts. The STEP technology is innovative and
sustainable in that it also increases biodiversity to
optimize native composition, structure, and function of
reclaimed communities and landscapes.
ADSSC's Integrated Management System (IMS) is
implemented across all its projects, including STEP, to
improve organizational performances.
A programme-specific environmental management
plan was developed to ensure compliance with the
Environment Agency - Abu Dhabi (EAD) and to make
certain all mitigation measures are applied and, when
required, any adverse impacts are further managed. The
programme-framework details the following, among
others: environmental constraints; environmental aspects,
impacts and associated mitigation and control measures;
programme environmental monitoring; regulations,
permitting;
programme-specific
environmental
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and targets; and
environmental management communication and liaison.
The STEP team of strategic partners, including the
consultant and contractors, apply lessons- learned and
best practices in managing environmental assurance. The
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SAFETY

Fire Causes and
Fire Prevention

collective environmental management experiences
and sensitivities, and in depth knowledge of local
environmental regulations were leveraged to establish
the successful framework that contains systems,
processes, approaches and tools for implementation on
the STEP programme.
STEP has adopted proven procedures as they apply to
environmental management. This includes the Target
Zero culture which implies that every team member
must take responsibility to achieve zero incidents,
including in the area of environmental stewardship. The
following are guidelines for promoting environmental
stewardship on the project site:
• Undertake environmental awareness training
• Anticipate and take action to avoid activities
and situations that could negatively impact the
environment
• Health and Safety education
• Contact the HSSE Management for assistance with
environmental issues

Common causes of fire
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unsafe storage of flammable liquids.
Unsafe welding and cutting.
Accumulation of waste.
Spark (mechanical or electrical).
Lack of awareness.
Misuse of electrical equipment.
Poor maintenance of fire-fighting equipment.
Ignoring safety instructions.

Ways to prevent fire incidents
Fire Action: On hearing the fire alarm
• Leave the building immediately using the nearest available fire
exit.
• Close the doors behind you as you leave
your room.
• Go directly to the Fire Assembly Point designated
to your building.
• Do not use elevators.
Fire Action: On discovering a fire
• Operate the nearest fire alarm call point
• Call civil defense
• NEVER attempt to tackle a fire yourself
unless you have been trained in the use of fire
extinguishers and feel confident that you can do
so without endangering the safety of yourself
and others.
• Implement the "Fire Action: On hearing the fire
alarm" as mentioned earlier.

How to Use a Fire
Extinguisher (P.A.S.S.)
P: Pull the pin.
A: Aim at the base of the fire.
S: Squeeze the trigger.
S: Sweep side to side.
• When you tackle a fire, Do not stand facing the
wind direction.
• Do not use water or water extinguishers on
energized electrical equipment.
• Dry chemical powder extinguishers can be used on most types
of fires including fires on electrical equipment.
• Carbon dioxide fire extinguishers can be used to extinguish
electrical fires.
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OUR ENVIRONMENT

AWARENESS
		

We care about the environment

Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company›s Policy for the
preservation of the environment:
●●

ADSSC is committed to play the leading role in establishing and encouraging
HSE culture.

●●

ADSSC is committed to preserve all public properties and assets and to ensure
environmental performance of its services to meet the highest standards.

●●

ADSSC management is committed to implement and support all its HSE
work plans and integrate them into work activities as per itsIntegrated
Management System.

●●

ADSSC is committed to provide the necessary environmental information
and guidance to all stakeholders including its consulta nts and contractors.

●●

ADSSC is committed to provide effective training to promote awareness
about environmental issues.

●●

ADSSC is committed to protect the quality and diversity of the environment.

Conditions that must be adhered while executing ADSSC
projects:

What is Grease Traps?
It’s a device that blocks the disposed
food waste, Oil (grease) and dusts
preventing it from flowing into the
sewer networks.

The importance of “Grease
Trap”:
Prevent the blocking problems in the
infrastructure networks which causes
many physical and environmental
damages.

●●

All projects must be executedaccording to ADSSC standards and specifications
and meet international standards.

Grease damages in sewer
lines:

●●

Reducing environmental impacts resulted from the work activities to ALARP
levels.

●●

3. All ADSSC contractors shall ensure the followings:

●●

1. The noise-resulted from the work activities within the project- must be
managed in order to be in line with noise regulations and standards.

●●

2. Perform periodic maintenance of projects› equipment and machinery to
reduce the noise level.

• Oil and grease hardness and coldness
over the time blocks sewer pipes.
• Overflow of polluted water affects
negatively on public health and
environment.
• Wastes time, effort and money to
clean sewer pipes.

●●

3. Dust control through water-spray technique.

●●

4. Appropriately cover trucks that are carrying sand.

●●

5. Appropriate storage of hazardous materials.

●●

6. It is strictly forbidden to dispose liquid waste into storm water or waste
water networks.

●●

7. Prohibit washing concrete trucks inside the project sites.

●●

8. Concrete residue and/or wash-down residue must notbe disposed into
storm water or waste water networks.

Solutions to avoid sewers
blockage:
• Use “Grease Trap” to prevent oil
and grease blockage into the sewer
networks.
• Don’t pour oil and grease substance
in sewer drain directly.
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MISCELLANIOUS

Abu Dhabi CityGuard
CityGuard is a mobile application offered
for free to all Abu Dhabi residents, be it
UAE nationals, working expatriates, or visitors
to the Emirate. CityGuard allows the public
to report incidents and submit complaints related to the Abu Dhabi
Emirate directly to the government. With its slogan “Your City, Your
Community, Your App”, CityGuard aims to increase civic participation
and collaboration between the public and the government in order to
improve the Emirate at all levels.

Abu Dhabi Landmarks
Delma is one of the most historic islands that tourists tend to
visit. It is one of the oldest populated areas in the UAE, as it dates
back to over 7000 years. Due to its main trade activities, the island
was the favorite stopping point for trade fishermen and pearl
divers, where a lot of goods would pass through it on their way to
and from the Arabian Peninsula.

Through Abu Dhabi CityGuard, the customer can instantly report any
incidents around the Emirate by taking a photo, movie or audio of the
reported incident and use an embedded interactive map to locate the
exact geographic position of the incident.

The island is located at a distance of 24 kilometers from Jabal
Al-Dhannah. Delma is characterized by its dark mountains of
about one hundred meters high covered with orchards and farms,
which border the island›s white sandy beaches. These fascinating
terrains can be explored by driving 4x4 vehicles or even mountain
bikes. On the top of mountains, you will see eagles watching the
flocks of ostriches heading for the water and fish.

The application automatically creates a case with the Abu Dhabi
Government Contact Centre which promptly assigns the case to
the appropriate government entity for resolution. From open to
closed, the case can be monitored by the customer within Abu Dhabi
CityGuard or online on abudhabi.ae or by contacting the Abu Dhabi
Government Contact Centre on (800 555).

With its ancient antiquities and magnificent history, Delma is
regarded as one of the most famous destinations in Al Gharbia.
There are two ferry boats serving the island by making three trips
back and forth daily.

The application can be downloaded from www.abudhabi.aefor
smartphones IPhone, Android and Blackberry.

Self-Improvement
When we fill our minds with negative thoughts as failure, fear of
loneliness and sadness, our bodies start to emit certain energy to
our surrounding, and our negative thoughts turn to negative actions.
Remember this: Optimism, is being ready to see the best side in
all matters.. optimism is a psychological behavior which can be
discovered and learned, it›s also connected to all the good stuff in
life..
Thinking positively is not only good for the health, it can change
your life, give you chance for new paths, and create successful
opportunities.
There›s one common thing between all the successful people, which
is expectancy for the best things in life, no matter what happens to

New in Books
Private Empire

This book is a review based on an objective
analysis approach for a great productive
entity. Which takes place in Texas,the state
oil in the United States. This entity was
interrupted by serious errors because of
disasters that harmed the planet earth and their inhabitantssuch
as the «ExxonValdez»incident that polluted the north areas of the
globe in 1989 and the oil slick incident that polluted the Gulf of
Mexico in the North American continent in 2010.

them, they expect success more than any other thing.
Negative people focus on their failure and weaknesses in them,
while positive people focus on strengths and their abilities. Your
expectations wither negative or positive will determine your actions.

To maintain positive expectations:
●●

●●

●●

When you feel that you›re telling yourself negative things, pay
immediate attention and order your inner mind to quit it.
Behave immediately to your plans, be aware of the negative
messages and signs which are sent to you by your
surrounds.
Start
your
day
with
positive
expectations and tell yourself:
I think that a wonderful thing
will happen to me today. While
believing in it.

Abu Dhabi Calendar forupcoming Events
World Future Energy Summit (WFES) 2013
International Water Summit 2013

January 15 to 17

Abu Dhabi Career Fair 2013

January 29 to 31

Al Ain Motor Show 2013

17 - 20 January 2013

UAE Jet SkiChampionship-Abu Dhabi first round

18 January 2013

Algharbia Watersports Festival 2012

From April 12 - April 21
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